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Canro at Rest an His Death6

SONE time before umdnight of AA
Saints' Day-November 2, 1921-4
priest in the Church of Our lady el

Pompeli at Naples will lift' a long taps
and light the wick of a candle towering
like a spire twice the height of a tall mas
above the priest's head. A mass will I
said and solemn prayers be offered for the
repose of the soul of Enrico Caruso.
For this immense candle, eighteen feet

high and sevei in circumference at its base
'is a touching and enduring memorial to
the charitable heart of the greatest tenor
the world has ever known.
Touching because it was made possible,

In part at least, by penny contributions
from orphans whom Caruso had befriended.
Enduring?
Some time before midnight of All Saints'

Day eighteen hundred years from now, in
that sane Church of Our Lady of Pompeii,
a wick set in a t~In disc of beeswax will
be burning with a clear, white flame. Be-
fore dawn of the next day-November 3,
3721-the wick will have gutted out, and
in 1ace of the dame the fragrance of roses
will rise from the pool of wax and drift
about the dim gray arches.

After eighteen hundred years the great
Caraso Memorial Candle will have burned
OWL

Eighteen hundred years! What cannot
happen in the length of time the flame in
that huge cylinder of wax will be kept
alive? Only a little more than that num-

ber of years ago the Saviour walked the
earth and was crucified. Between then
and now empires have fallen and new em-

pires arisen; scores of conquerors have
lived and died. During that time the Dark
Ages cast their shadow on Europe, threat-
ening to eclipse all the painfully gained
\knowledge of man-a knowledge saved only
by the sheltering walls of that same Church
of which that of Our Lady of Pompeii,
which will guard the candle, is a part.
But how, it will be asked, is it possible

to make a candle which will burn for 1,800
years? And how is it possible to make it
so that it will be known, almost to the
minute, just how long it will burn?
The construction of the Caruso memo-

rial has demanded calculations as unusual
and delicate as those scientists use to
measure the heat from distant stars; and
these calculations have been as unusual
as the memorial itself.
Two factors enter into its making-the

wick which is set aflame and the material
upon which the flame must feed. Be-
ween these two things the most delicate
balance had to be determined, so that the
wax melted neither too fast nor too slow
and would be entirely consumed. This bal-
ance was at last attained to such a degree
that it is mathematically certain the candle
will diminish slightly less than one-eighth
of an Inch in every twenty-four hours.

If It were to be set alight and the flame
kept burning continuously the candle would
last for 43.200 hours; that is, it would burn
for almost nyve years continuously. But it
Is the plan to light it only once a year on
the first second of All Saints' Day, and to
keep it burning until the last second of
that twenty-four hours. The commission
to construct it was given to Antonino
Aje11o, of the foremost Arm of candle-
makers, who knew 'and loved Caruso.
The first step in its making began with

the construction of the wick, just as the
keel of a ship is 1aid before the hull is
begun, for it is obvious that the shape and
else and Quality of the wick must determine
the shape and alae and quality of the candle
whose material feeds It.
The wick for the Caruso candle Is slight-

ly over eighteen feet long, and tapers from
the spprdximate sine of a half-dollar at the
top to that of a dollar at the base. The
number of strands, the method by which
they are spliced on as the wick becomes
thicker, and certain other details as to the
wick are closely guarded secrete in the
Ajello family-secrets which, Mr. AMelto
says, other candle mantfacturers, mostly
English, have tried to wean from him by
writing under the guise et IIewsJB con~
respondents to ask for dtis W
that none but a eandlemaher' could think of.

Suffice it to say, that at the base the
number of strands is twice that of the top
andi numbers a round one thousand. The
wick itself is made of unbleached sea-
island cotton. It is impregnated with a
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fat that the proportion of the
candle has been carefully work
possible a candle that will
over the sides nor hollow out
wick.

If the wick is too small In i
the thickness of the candle. I
that the flame cannot consume
the wax to the outer circum-
ference. The result would be
that the flame would-eat out
a cup in the centre of the wax
and would eventually put l6
self out.
On the other hand, a wick

that is too large not only burm
too fast, but causes the wax to
run over and form drops and
streaks on the sides.
But even if the wick is in

just the correct ratio to the
diameter of the candle, it will
not burn steadily and cleanly
unless it is designed to ab-
sorb some of the wax.
In addition to the impreg-

natig process the eighteen-
foot wick bas been perfumed
with priceless rose extract,
given by an American perfume
manufacturer. Roses were
Caruso's favorite flower.
Almost everyone is familiar

with the smell that the snuff-
ing out of a candle causes.
The unpleasant odor from the
Caruso candle would be great
if measures were not taken to
prevent it, But not only will
there be a faint odor of roses
when the candle is burning,
but when It is extinguished
the odor will become greater.

After the wick had been
made and prepared it was sus-
pended from a sort of derrick
in the Ajello factory on Long
Island, over a huge gas-heated
tank especially constructed for
this particular candle. The
candle, when completed, con-
tained more than 900 pounds
of wax, ad the tank, in order
to hold 1,000 pounds, was made
145 gallons in capacity.
The wax -unbleached, re.

fined beeswax-was heated to
a temperature of about 120 de-
grees, and then the wick was
lowered vertically in It. After
the wick had remained in the
molten wax for a short time
it was withdrawn and allowed
to cool for about two hours--
longer, if the weather hap-
pened to be hot.
This dipping left a coat of

wax on the wick-a coat that
tapered in exactly the same
shape as that of the wick'~Ye
dippipg process was repeatedagain and again-In all, about
600 tImes.

It required almost four
months of dipping until the
candle reached the siue called
for in the designs?

It is this method of con-
struction that makes a candle
staunch and strong enough to
bear its own weight without
bending. Tubular construc-
tion, it might be called, for
the candle is really composed
of sheaths of wax, one over
the other. If it were cut in
half it would look much like
a sliced onion.-
Then the top of the candle w

off In the oenventional Greek
the design of the candle cloe
the "TI Greoo." as Alle cal

the s wasreugh ad lm
before the orsameatation could
it must be smoothed off. This
hy passing a steam-heated,. expan
ring over the candle from top
The surplus was melted off and a
shape given the shaft.
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that Caruso had many
times admired when
he visited his friend.
Somewhere in New

York is an orphan
asylum to which Ca.
ruso gave $10,00 a
year for many years.
Thes orphans, of
whom there are now
between four and five
hundred, each gave
their pennies to help
defray the expense of
shipping the candle to
Naples. Ajeilo him-
self made the candle
for nothing for thee
grateful little prote-
gef of the tenor. In
labor and materials it
cost, of course, many
thousands of dollars
-just how much its
maker does not like
to sa.
As Caress had de-

sired that this benefi-
esnce of his be kept
secret, the people
who look after the
little orphans do nqt
want the name of the
institution where t~hey
live made known. But
at the base of the
candle was engraved
the names of the boys
and girls and that of
Ajello, the maker. Af-
ter theee names were
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